Names: _________________________
Group Number ______

Laboratory Additions Cover Sheet:

Addition Title: ___________________________________________
(Include this cover page on every laboratory addition you submit.)

What new concept may be learned by adding this to the existing laboratory assignment?
(Or what existing concept is better learned with this addition as opposed to what is in the existing lab assignment):

1) What are the specific vulnerabilities this concept exploits and **what are the defenses one can** use against the vulnerabilities?

Completion checklist:
- Did you email an electronic copy of your laboratory addition to Henry within 24 hours after the class (and name the attachment Grx_Laby_Add.doc)? ______
- Did you prepare a 5 minute in class presentation (which includes enough theory and results to educate your classmates on what you did and how you did it and discuss defenses) and email that to Henry within 24 hours after the class (and name the attachment Grx_Laby_Add.ppt)? ______
- Did you include proof that you got this working in our laboratory with our equipment? (Screen shots, output, etc)? __________
- Did you include references and attributes for all materials that you used? __________
- Did you write your addition so that it does not require editing to cut and paste into the lab? ____
- Did you include answers to all questions you ask in the addition (a solution sheet)? ______
- In adding your new concepts/exercises did you include detailed lab instructions on where to get any software you may need, how to install it, how to run it, what exactly to do with it in our lab, example outputs proving that you got the enhancement to work in our lab? __________
- Did you include any theory/background and or fundamentals of the ideas and concepts behind this addition? __________